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• Description

The National Park Service (NPS), Department of Interior, anticipates awarding no less than 3 Multiple Award Task Order Contracts for construction services for repair, reconstruction, preservation, and preventative maintenance activities to existing bridge, tunnel, and incidental pavement infrastructures.

• Location

National Parks within the States of Arizona, Colorado, Montana, Texas, and Wyoming.

• Contracts

One base year with options to extend four years

Maximum not-to-exceed 5-year total of $35M
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- Procurement Method:
  Intended to be Small Business

- MATOC Source Selection:
  Competitive Best Value
  * Tech. Qualification and Price

- Individual Task Order Awards:
  - Issued through RFP – Award based on competitive best value or low price;
  - Magnitude below $3.0M each
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- Performance, Constraints & Other Considerations
  - Pricing IDIQ vs. Task Order Level
  - Geographic Region Determination
  - Scope of Service Requirements and Determinations
  - Specialty Trades
  - Project Conditions
  - Project Restrictions
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- MATOC Contracting Principles
  - DSC, in cooperation with the local Park, will be the Contracting Agency;
  - DSC will provide contract administration & construction oversight
  - Contracts will conform to DSC specifications and workflows: https://www.nps.gov/dscw/index.htm
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- Schedule (Approximate):
  - Solicitation Date: FY22/23
  - Award Date: FY22/23

- For questions please contact:
  - Shellie Murphey, CO
  shellie_murphy@nps.gov